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Lot

Description

1

A gold Hermes Birkin in fjord leather with palladium hardware, with key, lock and spa receipt, W.35 x H.25 x D.15cm, stamped K (2007).

2

A Raisin & Cyclamen Hermes Birkin in box leather with palladium hardware with dustbag, key, lock and clochette. W.35 x H.25 x
D.15cm, stamped H (2004).

3

A gold Hermes Birkin Haut à Courroies (HAC) in ostrich leather with gold hardware, includes brown Dustbag. W.40 x H.38 x D.23cm,
stamped M (1983).

4

A brown Hermes Birkin Haut à Courroies (HAC) in togo leather with gold hardware, with dustbag, lock, clochette and felt. W.50 x H.40 x
D.27cm, stamped O (2011).

5

A Hermes Dalvy in black shiny crocodile with gold hardware and orange dustbag. W.30 x H.23 x D.10cm, stamped Z (1986).

6

A Hermes Garden Party in black calf with palladium hardware, W.36cm x H.24cm x D.17cm, stamped N/A.

7

A white Jean Paul Gaultier (JPG) Hermes Birkin in clemence with palladium hardware, including Clochette and Lock. W.42cm x H.18cm
x D.21cm, stamped I (2015).

8

A yellow Hermes Kelly in Lizard with gold hardware, including strap. W.20cm x H.14cm x D.9cm, stamped P (1986).

9

A gold Hermes Kelly in Courcheval leather with gold hardware, including Strap, Key, Lock and Clochette. W.28 x H.22 x D.10cm,
stamped X (1994).

10

A black Hermes Kelly in Evergrain leather with gold hardware, includes Dustbag, Key (no lock), Clothette & Strap. W.32cm x H.23cm x
D.10.5cm, stamped Y (1995).

11

A black Hermes Kelly in box leather with gold hardware, includes Dustbag, Lock, Clochette & Strap. W.32cm x H.23cm x D.10.5cm,
stamped Z (1996).

12

A red Hermes Kelly in tadelakt leather with gold hardware. W.32cm x H.23cm x D.10.5cm, stamped O (1985).

13

A blue jean Hermes Kelly in clemence leather with palladium hardware, includes Dustbag, Lock, Clochette & Strap. W.35cm x H.24cm x
D.12cm, stamped N (2010).

14

A sanguine Hermes Kelly in clemence leather with palladium hardware, includes Dustbag, Raincover, Lock & Amazon Strap. W.35cm x
H.24cm x D.12cm, stamped O (2011).

15

A Hermes Mallet bag in black shiny crocodile with gold hardware, includes Brown Dustbag, Keys & Cushion. W.27cm x 24cm x 13cm,
believed to be from the 1960's.

16

A Hermes Bleu de Galice Victoria II in clemence leather with palladium hardware, includes Dustbag. W.35cm x H.23cm x D.17cm,
stamped O (2011).

17

A Louis Vuitton Daniel Messenger Bag Damier Graphite is very resistant to water and scratches, and practical with its black adjustable
shoulder strap. The large flap front closes with a magnetic clasp and the interior features two small pockets. There is also a larger
zipped pocket at the back. Reta ...[more]

18

A Louis Vuitton Deauville Cosmetic Bag Monogram Canvas, featuring the LV monogram coated canvas exterior with a natural Vachetta
leather trim, this is a great tote which is ideal for cosmetics. The double wrap around zipper opens to a sand coloured fabric interior with
several pockets and elastic st ...[more]

19

A Louis Vuitton Keepall 45 in Toledo Blue is the smallest version of the Louis Vuitton travel bag which makes it very practical with its
casual look for a weekend away. In Epi leather, it is also very resistant to water and scratches so you do not have to worry about it while
traveling. Customised f ...[more]

20

A Louis Vuitton Nano Speedy Monogram Canvas, as the name suggests the Nano Speedy is a miniature version of the iconic LV
Speedy ? this smallest version has natural leather trim with two handles and a strap to carry it across the body or on the shoulder.
Includes Box & Receipt W.16cm x H.12.5cm ...[more]

21

A Louis Vuitton Speedy 30 in Toledo Blue Epi Leather has rolled handles, a top zip closure and an interior pocket. The special process
of Louis Vuitton makes this leather very resistant to water and wear. It is a sporty, casual and practical handbag for daytime.
Customized for Lilac Blue London by J ...[more]

22

A Bottega Maxi Veneta Ebony Intrecciato Nappa is a fabulous large shoulder bag which takes its inspiration from the original Hobo bag.
Made using tightly woven black leather it is a roomy bag with a suede interior and several internal pockets. The sides curve upwards to
form the shoulder strap and t ...[more]

23

A Fendi Peekaboo Medium Black Brushed Gunmetal & Gold Hardware, Smart and functional, the medium sized Peekaboo is a brilliantly
versatile bag with a useful shoulder strap. The interior is in black suede and has two spacious internal compartments, whilst the
hardware is a combination of brushed ...[more]

24

A Loewe Briefcase Handbag with Gold Hardware, might have been worn just once or twice. It's a very lightweight and practical small
briefcase. It's capable of holding a small laptop but not too bulky. Zip closure at the top, and with one interior pocket. Is in excellent
condition. W.35cm x H.25cm x D ...[more]

25

A Prada Tessuto Black Gold, gives you a sporty chic style. In quilted nylon it features gold chain long handles (drop: 40cm) and a zipped
main body with a zipped smaller pocket inside, and lined in Jacquard fabric. The material makes the bag resilient under all weather
conditions. W.36cm x H.27cm x ...[more]

26

A Saint Laurent Sac De Jour Ox Blood Calf is occasionally considered to be a pale imitation of an Hermes Birkin, but is an excellent bag
in its own right. The Sac De Jour is a structured bag with accordion sides allowing good access to the roomy interior, you can either
carry it by the handles or us ...[more]

27

A Chanel Camelia Wallet in Black Calfskin with Silver Hardware, with the Chanel logo in silver. The leather is beautifully embossed with
the Camelia design and it?s a great little clutch bag. The front flap closure is secured by a single snap, and the interior is silver with 6
credit card slots alon ...[more]

28

A Chanel Classic Camera Case in Black Lambskin with Silver Hardware, takes design inspiration from the Classic Flap Bag but is
roomier inside, with plenty of space for everyday essentials. With an easy to access front pocket and one large interior compartment.
Includes Dustbag and Authenticity Card. ...[more]

29

A Chanel Classic Flap Bag Jumbo in Purple Caviar with Silver Hardware, is instantly recognizable with the leather wrapped chain
handle and distinctive CC logo on the front ? it is as stylish now as it was over 60 years ago when it was first introduced. W.30cm x
H.20cm x D.10cm

30

A Chanel Classic Flap in Dusky Pink Crocodile leather with Gold Hardware is instantly recognizable with the leather wrapped chain
handle and distinctive CC logo on the front ? it is as stylish now as it was over 60 years ago when it was first introduced. Chanel are no
longer making Croc bags so this ...[more]

31

A Chanel Label Click Bag in Yellow Calfskin with Gold Hardware is from Chanel?s 2017 Cruise Collection this Limited Edition flap bag is
in a lovely soft yellow and features the Chanel name on a gold plate as the click closure, hence the name. Made of grained calf skin, the
flap is diamond quilted an ...[more]

32

A Chanel Maxi Flap Bag in Nubuck leather (soft suede leather) with Silver Hardware, , exterior back opened pocket, silver-tone shoulder
chains, front flap with interlocking Cs and twist lock closure, interior zip and open pockets. W.33cm x H.23cm x D.10cm

33

A Chanel Trendy CC in Black quilted leather with Gold Hardware, can be carried either in the hand with the top handle or worn over the
shoulder using the woven chain strap. Inside the bag has three separate compartments, one including a thin zip pocket, interior slip
pockets and there is a also a ba ...[more]

34

A Hermes 25cm Anemone Birkin in swift leather with palladium hardware. Includes all accessories and receipt. Stamp Y (2020) W.25cm
x H.20cm x D.13cm

35

A Boodles diamond Love Knot bangle mounted in 18ct white gold. Signed Boodles, London, Contemporary. Total diamond weight
1.80cts.

36

A Vintage Cartier Crossed C's necklace mounted in 18ct yellow gold. Circa 2000 complete with original fitted Cartier box. Signed Cartier
and numbered.

37

A Boodles diamond Love Knot bangle mounted in 18ct white and rose gold. Signed Boodles. London, Contemporary. Total diamond
weight 0.89cts.

38

A Princess cut diamond eternity ring mounted in platinum by Tiffany & Co. Contemporary. Signed Tiffany. Set throughout with princess
cut diamonds in a classic channel setting. Total diamond weight approximately 1.80cts. Size Q.

39

A 1950's Cartier Cocktail Ring, Cartier baguette and brilliant cut pave set dome top bombe ring mounted in platinum. The central
baguette cut diamond section set between a round pave set diamond domed top with a weaved basket style under shank. Marked Made
In France signed Cartier. Cartier New York. ...[more]

40

A Van Cleef & Aprel Cocktail Ring with a Pave set diamond flame ring mounted in an intricate textured 18ct gold mount by Van Cleef &
Arpel. Circa 1968. Complete with original fitted and dated box. The central round brilliant cut pave set bombe section surrounded by a
fluted and textured flam ...[more]

41

A pair of Cartier Panthere earrings mounted in 18ct gold. English. 1992. Signed and numbered with relevant Cartier signature and serial
numbers.

42

A Chopard Happy Sport Limited edition Diamond Snowflake ladies wristwatch 28/8946 mounted in 18ct white gold and stainless steel.
Complete with original Box and Papers. 2004. 36mm case with white leather strap and diamond set case and dial.

43

A 1950s Vintage sapphire and diamond ring mounted in platinum. French. Circa 1960. The central emerald cut Ceylon weighing
12.90cts flanked by baguette cut step down shoulders and outer pave set round diamond shoulders. Total diamond weight approx.
1.20cts. French makers mark PHB and French mark for ...[more]

44

A Chopard Happy Sport Chronograph with Roman numeral dial , 1.3ct of seven inset yellow and white diamonds with diamond
encrusted surround in white and yellow gold with black leather patent strap and strap.

45

A Vintage Bulgari Parentesi Cuff Watch in the forn of a cuff mounted in 18ct gold and platinum. Bulgari, Italian, Circa 1985. The Pave
set diamond strap/cuff sections intersected by plain alternate 18ct gold links with a pave set diamond face. Includes Box.

46

A Rolex Datejust II mounted in stainless steel and 18ct white gold bezel. 2019 Model with Box and papers. Rolex warranty until 2023.
Fluted 18ct white gold bezel. Model number 116334. Water resistant 100 metres. Sapphire glass. Oyster Strap. Original tags and outer
box. **This watch has Rolex warran ...[more]

47

A Graff diamond Ribbon Ring, Contemporary pave set diamond buckle ring mounted in 18ct gold and platinum by Graff London.
English. Circa 2000. The central pave set diamond section with a buckle running through the middle. Signed Graff. Total diamond
weight approx. 2.5cts

48

An authentic 18ct white gold 4 diamond Cartier Love bracelet / bangle with original screw, box and Cartier certificate paperwork. Size
15. Signed and numbered Cartier with relevant serial numbers and 750 stamp to the interior. Weighing 26.78 grams. Current Cartier
RRP £10,200.00.

